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CITY ROAD SPACE IS AT
A PREMIUM. SO HOW
CAN WE HELP?

With road space in short supply and more
congestion than ever before, city planners need
to rethink their transportation infrastructure
to ease congestion and lower the overall
environmental impact.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

CONGESTION ISSUES

INCREASING PASSENGER
NUMBERS

But what’s the answer?
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TAKING TRANSPORT
ONWARDS AND UPWARDS,
FOR 100 YEARS.
ALL ACROSS THE GLOBE.

GLOBAL DOUBLE DECK
PRESENCE

Alexander Dennis Limited (ADL) has been
designing, engineering and manufacturing
buses and coaches for more than a century.
As both a chassis and body manufacturer,
our buses are designed as integral
vehicles to maximise efficiency. With
over 25,000 vehicles in operation
around the world, we like to think we
know what we’re talking about.
We’re market leader in the UK, Hong
Kong, Malaysia, New Zealand and in
many cities throughout North America
where our double deck buses form the
backbone of many transport networks.

Wherever they are, vehicles need
to be safe, accessible and reliable.
Operational efficiency is another key
concern, along with the commitment
to reduce the total cost of ownership.
That’s before considering the pressure to
reduce emissions – and the passenger
demand for comfort and innovation.
It might seem an impossible set of criteria
but it’s one ADL has been delivering
on for decades around the world.

USA
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Hong Kong
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MORE SEATS.
MORE HAPPY PASSENGERS.

MORE SEATING

BETTER ACCESSIBILITY

Seat for seat, a double deck bus offers more
capacity than any other vehicle – carrying large
numbers of passengers in comfort and safety.
Research shows that for journeys of
more than 20 minutes, passengers
prefer to take a seat. With more seats
on board there’s less chance of having
to stand – even at the busiest times.
Double deck buses are more accessible
too. The spacious lower saloon offers
more room for wheelchair passengers,
and passengers with buggies or luggage.

The upper deck – which is where most
passengers want to sit – offers panoramic
views in a more peaceful environment.
There are plenty of ways to customise the
saloon layouts to allow for reserved areas
for families, as required in some markets.
The promise of a more pleasant journey
encourages more people to take the
bus, increasing overall ridership.

TYPICAL SEATING CAPACITY
Double deck bus

Articulated bus

Standard single deck bus

80–95 seats

45–55 seats

30–40 seats

ENHANCED PASSENGER
EXPERIENCE
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EASIER TO MANOEUVRE,
EASIER TO DRIVE,
EASIER TO PARK.

Our double deck buses are incredibly popular
with operators and drivers. The compact
footprint means they are as easy to manoeuvre
as a single deck vehicle – and substantially easier
to drive and maintain than an articulated bus.
Double deck buses are quick to
deploy too. Unlike an articulated
bus, a double deck bus doesn’t need
an extended bus stop space. Depots
don’t need to be so large, and drivers
don’t need hours of extra training.

As they require the same maintenance
regimes and equipment as a single
deck fleet, double deck buses fit
seamlessly into the depot routine.

FUEL EFFICIENCY

REDUCED MAINTENANCE
COST

SMALLER TURNING CIRCLE

12.2m
11.1m
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PROVEN FROM
-36ºC TO 47ºC.

Our buses carry millions of passengers in all
conditions – from the sub-zero temperatures
of a Canadian winter, to the sweltering heat of
the Nevada desert and intense humidity
of Asia Pacific.
OPERATES IN EXTREME
TEMPERATURES

SOLVES CONGESTION ISSUES

MAXIMISES OPERATIONAL
BENEFITS

Every bus we manufacture is a product
of extensive research, development,
and refinement. We collaborate with
our customers to refine our products,
maximise their operational benefits and
enhance their passengers’ experience.

Above all, we help transport authorities
and operators around the globe
to ‘win back space’ in congested
environments. It’s this commitment
to product development that helps
local authorities from Singapore to
Seattle choose vehicles from ADL.
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BETTER BY DESIGN.

Low floor with a bright, wide entrance area, our
double deck buses enable passenger flow to
be optimised. Drivers can meet their schedules;
passengers can keep their appointments.
EASY ACCESS

MORE EFFICIENT BOARDING
AND ALIGHTING

BUS

COMPACT FOOTPRINT
ON ROADS

This doesn’t happen by accident.
ADL has developed a unique staircase
design: the “squarecase”. It takes
up less space, gives more headroom
and allows for faster, safer access
to and from the upper saloon.
The lower saloon has a spacious
area for standees, as well as buggies,
wheelchairs and mobility scooters.

Despite the high interior capacity, the
compact footprint means two double
deck buses can operate from the same
road space as an articulated bus at the
bus platform. So not only is passenger
capacity increased, ‘stacking’ time to
reach the platform can be reduced too.
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LOWER WEIGHT
MEANS LOWER
OPERATING COSTS.
SIMPLE.
Even when loaded, the total weight of a double
deck bus is less than an articulated bus. This
means lower operating costs, reduced emissions
and a fuel efficiency improvement of 15%*.
FUEL EFFICIENCY

REDUCED OPERATING COST

ADL has developed a lightweight
aluminium body to maximise
reliability and efficiency. Even when
fully loaded, our double deck buses
will always be lighter and more fuel
efficient. With our ongoing programme
of research and development,
innovations are always improving.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

*versus articulated buses, based on average urban usage

This is one reason why the three-axle
Enviro500 is the market leading double
deck bus in North America and Asia
Pacific, and the Enviro400 is now the most
popular two-axle double deck in the UK.
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ICONIC, POPULAR,
AND REVENUE
GENERATING.

A double deck bus fleet stands out. An iconic
statement for any city. Popular with passengers,
they’re cost-efficient and highly effective in
delivering economical, reliable mass transport.
The ergonomic interior of our buses
can be customised to a high degree of
sophistication and luxury, which creates
strong passenger appeal and increases
ridership.

A fleet of double deck buses is also
a highly visible, moving advertising
platform that can attract premium rates
from advertisers. So your double deck
bus fleet not only transforms the city,
it becomes a source of revenue too.

REVENUE GENERATOR

GLOBAL ICONIC STATEMENT

POPULAR WITH PUBLIC
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WHEREVER YOU ARE IN
THE WORLD, ADL IS JUST
THE TICKET.

No-one has more experience in delivering and
supporting double deck bus fleets than ADL.
With our global support tailored to your local
market, alongside the unique benefits of double
deck transport, ADL buses are the complete
solution to your strategic transport needs.
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OPERAT
TEMPER ES IN EXTREME
ATURES

S
EASY ACCES

SPECIFICATIONS		
Doors		

1, 2 or 3

Axles		

2 or 3

Length		

10.3 - 14m

Height 		

3.9 - 4.4m

Engine emission norms

Euro 3 - 6; EPA13 and 15

Powertrain		

Diesel, electric and hybrid

Passenger capacity		
		

Enviro400 (2 axle) up to 100;
Enviro500 (3 axle) up to 154*
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*depending on market legislation and vehicle configuration
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Alexander Dennis Limited
5-9 Central Boulevard
Central Park, Larbert, FK5 4RU
United Kingdom
Tel
Fax

+44 (0) 1324 621672
+44 (0) 1324 551012

Alexander Dennis Inc.
31566 Railroad Canyon Road #342
Canyon Lake
CA 92587
USA
Tel

+(951) 244 9429

Alexander Dennis
(Canada) Inc.
2413 Stevenage Drive
Ottawa, Ontario K1G 3W1
Canada
Tel

+(647) 627 8445

Alexander Dennis
(Asia Pacific) Limited
Units 1013-1014
Chevalier Commercial Centre
8 Wang Hoi Road
Kowloon Bay
Kowloon
Hong Kong
Tel

Alexander Dennis
(Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.
A-3-13A, Empire Office,
Empire Subang
Jln SS 16/1, SS 16
47500 Subang Jaya
Selangor
Malaysia
Tel

+(603) 5633 5788

Alexander Dennis
New Zealand
7-2 Henry Rose Place
Albany
Northshore City
Auckland
New Zealand
Tel

+(64) 9 836 7602

Alexander Dennis
(Singapore) Limited
2 Woodlands Sector 1
#05-12 (Woodlands Spectrum 1)
Singapore 738068
Tel

+(65) 6257 0217

+(852) 2757 8057

info@alexander-dennis.com
www.alexander-dennis.com

